Unveiling Substructure Similarity: Mining of Geometrically Conserved Structural Motifs and Long-Range Contacts in Protein Structure Data
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Small conserved structural units in proteins play key roles for protein function and were extensively researched. Responsible for nucleotide interaction [1], ion fixation [2], or catalytic activity [3], such structural motifs are indispensable to bridge the gap between protein structure and function. Consequently, computational methods to screen for known structural motifs were successfully applied to predict protein function [4] or to identify remote homologous proteins [5].

Due to often noncontiguous residues in protein sequence, structural motif identification by multiple sequence alignment (MSA) techniques can be a delicate task [6, 7]. However, the \textit{a priori} knowledge of a reference structural motif is vital to screen for this template in target structure data to infer common function, fold, or ancestry. Unfortunately, the discovery of geometrically conserved structural motifs is still a major hurdle. To address this problem we present an unsupervised method to identify structural motifs in arbitrary-sized sets of protein structures. Based on the extension of earlier work [8] we included geometrical evaluation to carve out highly similar properties of potential motifs, such as congruent side chain orientations. Additionally, our method is eligible to spot conserved long-range structure contacts, often difficult to identify by MSA.

By using methods originated from data mining, we were able to automatically pinpoint catalytic and ion binding sites in defined protein families as a proof-of-concept. We call these patterns family-specific structural motifs. Additionally, the application to over 13,000 nonredundant protein structures indicates the prevalence of ubiquitous structural motifs that can be observed throughout the protein universe. The existence of such molecular building blocks – independent of any specific fold or function – is supported by previous findings [9].

The developed concepts are not limited to protein structures and will be applied on other macromolecular structure data (e.g. DNA/RNA structures, protein-nucleotide or protein-ligand complexes) in near future. We envision that our approach is suitable to derive fingerprint libraries of naturally observed structural motifs, which could be used to assess protein family association or to predict protein function.
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